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Abstract
The mechanismand energycharacteristics(activationenergyand enthalpy)of interactionof linear and graphenecarbon nanoparticleswith an oxygenmoleculeare investigated
by semiempirical
PM3 method.The oxidationactivationenergydependson the
structureof clustersand the interpositionof the 02 moleculeand a carboncluster.Linear clustersare oxidizedmainly to COz;
grapheneclustersare oxidizedto CO.
@ 2005ElsevierB.V. All rightsreserved.
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1. lntroduction
(fullerenes,
Carbon nanoparticlesand nanosystems
nanotubes,nanographites,
sootsand so on) are objects
of intensivetheoreticaland experimentalstudiesduring
the last years.Investigations
of soot are of specialinterest. On the one hand, soot is widely used as a good
reducerfor metal-oxides;
on the otherhand,it is a prod(oil,
uct of incompletecombustionof organicsubstances
gas,coal, dieselfuel, etc.).In the first case,it is important to definea type of soot,which particleswould interact most activelywith oxidesof metals.In the second
case,the problemconsistsof selectionof catalystspromoting the fast combustionof soot.
Thereis a lot of worksdevotedto studyingof the soot
(see[-16]. A part of authorssuppose
particles'structure
that soot particlesare formed from graphite-likenanocrystallitesbonded by sp-' bonds [6]. Other researches
suggestthat the main componentsof soot are fullerenes
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and their aggregates
[7,15].As far as soot particlescan
be of differentorigins,therecannot be the only model
of their structure here, and one needsto use different
structuremodelsto describedifferenttypesof soot.
A modern review of soot structuremodels is presentedin Ref. [7]. The following stagesof soot formation are notedthere:
l. formation of carbonlinearchains;
2. formation of carbon hexagon-based(graphene)
clusters;
3. coalescenceof grapheme sheet particles (soot
precursors);
4. growth of soot precursorsdue to their reactionswith
carbon-contained
substances.
The structureof soot particlesdependson their origin,
howevertheir usualbuild elementsare linearand grapheneclusters,graphite-likenanocrystallites,
aswellasperfect and defect fullerenes.A theoretical study (by
differentmethods)has shownll7-221that linearcarbon
chainswith the odd numbersof atoms (N) are stable
up to N equal to 21 with the binding energyof about
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4 eV per atom. Clusterswith the even numbers atoms
havecyclicstructures.The hexagonand pentagoncontained clusterswith binding energiesof about 6 eV are
formed if the number of carbon atoms is larger than
21. The final stageof the soot formation is the growth
of fullerenes,nanotubes,graphite-likenanocrystallites
and their aggregates.
Combustionof soot can be completeor incomplete.
CompletecombustionproducesCO2,while the product
of incompletecombustionis CO. The value of the COzl
CO relation dependson temperatureand catalystconcentrations(if any are present).
Accordingto literaturedata, the energyof soot oxi'
depending
dation variesfrom 1.5 to 2.6eY 115,23-271
on a soot type and the combustiontemperature.Howdiscusstypesof soot they usually
ever,when researches
write only about its origin (a type of fuel, a methodand
temperatureof combustion,and so on). However,it is
known that a changeof structure leadsto a changeof
activity.In particularly,it has beenshown[28]that the
activation energy for oxidation of hexagon sheets
dependson the position of a reactiveatom and on the
curvature of the sheet.The most active are the edge
atoms.
The presentstudy is devotedto investigationof stability and activity of typical carbon clusters (linear
chainsand plane grapheneparticles)in their reactions
with molecular oxygen.

2. Detaitsof simulation
To optimize atomic geometriesand to calculatethe
total energiesof clusterswe employed the quantum
mechanical semiempirical PM3 method [29] that is
systems
widely usedfor carbon and oxygen-contained
optiis
an
method
PM3
The
12,30,31].
for
example
fsee
mizedversionof the AMI method[32].The AMI (Austin Model l) methodis a versionof the modifiedneglect
of differentialoverlap (MNDO) method [33-35]' All
field approachto
thesemethodsuse the self-consistent
calculatethe groundelectronicstate,to optimizethe system geometryand the total energy.Thereis a numberof
popular codesrealizedthesemethods(MOPAC [36],
HyperChem[37] GAMESS [38] and so on). We used
here the CLUSTER-ZI code [30] developedand proThis code allowed
vided to us by Ukraine researches.
and spin-polarus to carry out both the spin-restricted
ized calculations.For every studiedsystemwe carried
out calculationsin the both spin-restrictedand spinpolarizedcasesand usedthe casewith the lowestenergy.
Studyingthe oxidation reaction,we placedan oxygen
moleculenear a reactiveatom of the carbon clusterand
found the total energy of the systemdependingon the
distance betweenthis carbon atom and the center of
the oxygen molecule.The reaction enthalpy (A,FI)was

calculated as the difference between the final system
energy, 8 y.,"- (final), and the summary energy of
non-interacted, separated oxygen molecule, E(O2), and
an N-atomic carbon cluster, E(cluster,A/): LH :
E v,,"-(final) - E(O) - E(cluster,M1.
The activation energy Eu was calculated as the difference between the initial state energy, E(O) + E(cluster),
and the maximum value of the energy, E"yr,.-(max),
going from the initial system state to the final one
Eu :8,y,,".(max) - E(Or) - E(cluster,N).

d
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Besides, we calculated the mean binding energy for a
carbon atom in a cluster, E6, and the energy of separation of one atom from a carbon cluster, E."o

Eu:

N . E(atom) - E(cluster,N)
N

: E(cluster,N- l) + E(atom)- E(cluster,N)
Esep

{

whereE(atom) is the energyof a free carbon atom, N is
the numberof atomsin the cluster.

{

3. Resultsand discussions
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3.1. Linear and grapheneclusterswithout oxygen
In spite of the comparativestability of linear and
graphene carbon clusters has been studied in Refs.
ll7-22), we have carried out a similar investigationin
order to testifythe usedcomputercode[30]and to analyze the energeticsof carbon nanoclusters.Resultsof
our calculationsare plotted in Fig. L Their analysis
showsa presenceof binding energyoscillations.Small
clusters(until 10 carbon atoms)have linear structures.
Linear and hexagonalstructurescompetewith each
other in clustersconsistingof ll-21 atoms.As a rule,
the carbon clustershave linear structuresfor the odd
numbers of atoms and cyclic structures for the even
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Fig. 1. The binding energy for carbon clusterscalculatedusing the
PM3 method:(l) linearclustersand (2) grapheneclusters.
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numbers.If a cluster has more than 2l atoms. it has a
hexagonalstructure.Theseresultscorrelatewith literary
data ll712l.
As far aswe study oxidation reactionswith formation
of CO or CO2 molecules,we must be sure that our
approachis able to give us the correct value for the
energyof separation(E.o) of one atom from a carbon
nanocluster.Therefore, we additionally have testified
the PM3 methodusingthe data of Ref. [8]wherethe dissociationof carbonnanochainswas studiedexperimentally and the energyof the separationof one carbon
atom from the four-atomicchain has beenfound to be
4.71eY. Our calculationgives5.0eV, very closeto the
valueof 5.08eV calculatedby the Monte Carlo method
convoluted PST distribution [39]. Comparing these
values,we can concludethat the PM3 methoddescribes
the energy of separationof one atom from carbon
nanoclusters
rather satisfactorily.
We havecalculatedalso the energiesof separationof
one carbon atom from linear clustersof different sizes
and have plotted them in Fig. 2 versusthe number of
atoms.The dependence
of d"o on the numberof atoms
is not monotonous.It hasminimumsand maximumsat
the evenand odd numbers,respectively.
To be surethat
this non-monotonousdependence
is not an artifact of
the semiempiricalPM3 method but demonstratesthe
real nature of studiedsystems,we have analyzedthe correspondingliterarydata.Comparisonof our resultsand
Iiterary data [40] obtainedby the Hartree-Fock(HF)
method (see Fig. 2) allows us to concludethan the
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PM3 method describes the energetic of carbon nanoparticles rather well. As one can see,the HF and pM3 plots
are very similar, especiallyfor large clusters.
3.2. Oxidation of linear clusters (chains)
A usual tactics for the theoretical simulation of combustion is to find the minimal activation energies for the
oxidation reactions (Table l). Becausethe large linear
chains are not stable, we studied here only chains up
to C6. Studying interactions of linear carbon chains with
an oxygen molecule, we have found that the minimal
activation energies correspond to the cases where the
02 molecule approaches to the edge atom of the chain
and is oriented normally to its binding line.
Therefore, the main part of our investigations was
fulfilled for these cases.A typical plot for the dependence ofthe total systemenergy on the distance between
reagent components (a carbon cluster and an oxygen
molecule) is shown in Fig. 3.
The oxidation processcan be divided to two stagesadsorption and reaction ones. The adsorption stage is
characterized by overcoming of the adsorption barrier
(B) with the height of -86o,and by reaching of the metastable adsorption state (A) with the binding energy E6n6
From the geometry point of view the adsorption state
(A) is a state where the oxygen and carbon atoms present a united, bonded system.This state is separatedfrom
the reaction state (R) by a barrier of very a small weight
((0.1eV) for all Cz-Co chains. The reaction state
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Fig. 2. The energyof separationof one atom from linear carbon
clusters(E*o) calculatedusingPM3 and HF [40]methods.

Fig. 3 Theoxidation
energyscheme
for linearcarbonclusters
(C2Co).

Table I
Energyparameters
for oxidationof the C, 1n:2-6) linearcarbonclusterswith an oxygenmolecule
Reactionproducts

co+co

Ea.1: .E6.., eV
4"n",, €V
L,H, eY

0.2
<0.1
-r t.5

c2o+ co
0.9
<0.1
-4.6

c3 + co2
1.0
<0.1
-5.3

c4 + co2
0.5

c5 + co2
0.3

<0.r

<0.r

-4.3

-5.2
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system consisted of an oxygen molecule and a carbon
cluster reaches to the final stage of the reaction R, the
products of which are a free CO2 molecule and the carLon cluster diminished by one atom' The energy difference between the initial and final states is the reaction
enthalpy LH or the evolved energy. The value of A'H
also depends on the size of the linear cluster by a nonmonotonous way (Table l) and lies in the region of
4-5 eV. As it was to be expected, the evolved energy
AII is much larger than the activation energy Eu"t' In
the other words, oxidation of linear carbon chains is a
self-supportedprocess or combustion.

consistsof'reactions products (free CO2 or CO mole'
culesand a rest of the carbon chain).The energydifferencebetweenthe reaction(R) and initial state(S) is the
reaction enthalpy AF1.Therefore,in reality, the activation energy for this oxidation reaction is equal to the
adsorptionbarrier: Eu.t: Ebur.
Energyparametersfor oxidationof the C, (n:24)
linear carbon clustersare listed in Table l ' Atomic
schemesof the reaction are shown in Fig. 4'
As it follows from Table I and Fig. 4, the oxidation
mechanismis the same for the C+-Co carbon chains'
After gettingover the barrier (the B stateat Fig' 3)' a
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The limit stage is the adsorption of the molecular
oxygenat the edgeof the chain. The adsorption activation energyvariesbetween0.3 and 1.0eV (the energy
differencebetweenthe S and B states a Fig. 3). The
separationof the COz moleculeoccurswith the energy
barrier (:0.1 eV): the A-R transitionat Fig. 3.
Somespecialcasesare the oxidationsof the C2 and
C3 chains.The productsof the C2 chain oxidationare
(LH: -ll.6eV). Anmolecules
the two CO separated
(formation
possible
of the CO2molecule)
reaction
other
C
needsto make one of the atoms to be free,without
any bonding;the enthalpyof this reactionis equal to
-6.2 eY.
In the C3 casethree reactionsare possible:
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Fig. 5. The energyschemefor oxidation of the C22hexagoncluster.
The 02 moleculeapproachesto the edgeC atom. The reactionproduct
is CO.

C3+ 02 --+C2* COz(LH : -2.4 eY\;
C3+ 02 --+C * CO + CO (LH: -3.1 eV);
C3+ 02 - CzO+ CO (Af1: -4.6 eV).

an edge carbon atom having two neighbors: (2) the
interaction of oxygenwith a basal (internal) atom having threeneighbors.
At the first case(Fig. 6) the dependenceof the total
energyon the distancebetweenthe reagents(an oxygen
moleculeand a reactiveatom of the graphenecluster)
looks very like to that for the linear cluster casedescribedabove.Namely, the chemicaladsorptionstate
(A) is separatedby the energybarrier Eoa"(of 1.5eV)
from the initial state (S). Then the oxygen molecule
dissociatesand one carbon atom separatesfrom the
hexagoncluster(the R state)with the overcomingof
the energybarrier .Esu,of 2.3 eY. The total activation
energy of this two-stepsprocessis determinedby the
energy differencebetweenthe initial state (S) and the
maximal point of the secondbarrier (B). The value of
this activationenergyEu",is equalto 1.8eV.
Productsof this reactiondo not contain CO2 molecules. They consist of a CO molecule and the carbon
clusterthat has lost one carbon atom but has trapped
one oxygenatom. The formation (and separation)of
the second CO molecule is unfavorable energetically:
the activationenergyof this processis equal to 4.5eV
and the enthalpyis *3.3 eV. The detail analysisshows
that the formation of a CO2 moleculeis also possible
(Fig. 7). However,the activationenergy.Eu",
of this reaction is 2.8eY, much largerthan the l.8eV value obtained for the reactionwith the CO formation.
As for the reactionenthalpy,it exceedsthe activation
energyonly for the reactionfollowedby one CO moleculecreation(seeTable2). It meansthat otherreactions
(with formation of two CO molecules or one CO2
molecule) are not self-supportedand cannot proceed
without an externalsourceof energy.
The oxidation schemefor an internal atom of the
graphenecluster C22is presentedat Fig. 8. One can
see that in this case the oxygen molecule can be
adsorbedphysically(the P state)with the adsorption

The third reaction (with one CO molecule separated)
is energeticallymore favorable becausethe first and
secondsreactionshavesmallerenthalpies.
As for geometrydetails,t-he02 moleculehad the O-O
calculateddistanceof 1.09A beforethe interactionwith
carbon,and the initial C-C distancesin all studiedlinear
chainswereof 1.3A. In the adsorptionstate,the oxygen
moleculekeepsits molecular nature, but the O-O disto 1.6-1.7A, and a typicalC-O distance
tanceincreases
for this caseis 1.35A. The distancebetweenthe edge
reactivecarbon atom and the nearestatom of the chain
increasesslightly, but the internal C-C distancesfor
more appreciably(seeFig. 4).
smallchainsdecrease
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nanoclusters
4. Oxidationof graphene
clusteris a minAs far asthe C22hexagons-contained
imal stablegrapheneclusterwe usedit as a model to
study the oxidation of graphenecarbon nanoparticles.
A schemeof this study is illustrated in Fig. 5 where
two casesare shown:(l) the interactionof oxygenwith
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ofstudiedcasesfor oxidationofthe C22graphene
Fig. 5. The schemes
nanocluster.
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the C22cluster has shown that the internal atoms of
grapheneare much less active than the edge ones and
do not participate in the combustionreaction until the
combustionfront comescloseto them and they become
the edgeatoms.
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5. Summary

The distance between reagents,angstrom
Fig. 7. The energyschemefor oxidation of the C22hexagoncluster.
The 02 moleculeapproachesto the edgeC atom. The reactionproduct
is CO2.

Table 2
The resultsof oxidation of graphenecarbon clusters
Reactionproducts

Edge C atom

Internal C atom

5

8u",, eV
Al1, eV

+3.2

co

Coz

1.8
-3.4

2.8
-0.9

: -0.1 eV. Then the Ozmoleculecango
energytphys.ads
over the barrier B (Euu,r:0.5 eV) to the chemical
adsorption stateA. The energyof the chemicaladsorption -8"6"-.o,1r:-0.3 eV. In this statetwo oxygenatoms
are bonded similar an 02 molecule:the O-O distanceis
equal to l.26eY. The next part of Fig. 8 (the region
A-R) correspondsto the dissociationof the adsorbed
02 molecule with a simultaneousformation of a CO
molecule.On can seethat the formation of a CO molecule needs the activation energy of 5'0 eV, and the
enthalpy of this reaction is positive (*3'2 eV). Thus'
our study of the Oz interaction with internal atoms of
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Fig. 8. The energyschemefor oxidation of the C22hexagoncluster.
The Oz moleculeapproachesto the internal C atom. The reaction
oroduct is CO.

Our semiempiricalPM3 calculations show that a
mechanismof oxidationof carbonclustersby molecular
oxygendependson the structureofclusters.Linearclusters, as a rule, produceCO2 moleculeswhile hexagon
clustersgive mainly CO molecules.
The activation energy for the oxidation of linear
chains is causedby the barrier of the chemicaladsorption of the 02 moleculeat the edgeof a linear carbon
chain.The valuesof this activationenergy(0.2-1.0eV)
are much lessthan the absolutevalue of the reaction
enthalpy(4-11 eV), thereforethe linear carbon chains
have to combust very well.
The activation energyfor oxidation of the C22hexa'
gon (graphene)clusterdependson the positionof reactive carbon atom. It is minimal for the edge atoms
(1.8eV) and maximal for the internal atoms (5eV).
Productsof thesereactionsare CO molecules.
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